
 

ANNEX A3 

Précis of comments received Officer response 
Although we have off street parking we would 

be happy to purchase a permit 

 

Lived on SBA a long time and are not aware of 

any petition by residents for ResPark 

The petition for part of SBA was received by CYC 
and reported to a decision session in November 
2016  

The bottom section is plagued by fast drivers and 

vulnerable cyclists with small children. 

Collectively this is a disaster when combined 

with parking on both sides. Parking is difficult 

and worse after Nunthorpe Gr 

The introduction of a ResPark scheme should 
reduce the number of vehicles parking on street.  

Two properties on Bishopthorpe Road have 

access from SBA so should be included in the 

boundary.  

The properties mentioned do not have vehicular 
access off SBA 

 

If you remove parking it will just move to where 

there is even less room to park. I think its just 

another way the council make revenue and I do 

not agree with the proposal. 

Proposed new schemes are all resident driven, 
residents must first come to us with evidence of 
support before consultations commence 

How often would CEO's be in the street, if 

people parked without leaving a cars length in 

front and behind there would be no problem. A 

bay outside each house would solve the 

problem. Permits should be limited to 1 per 

household then a draw for extras if space is 

available. Why aren’t voting figures announced? 

All ballot results are included within this report 
for consideration. All new schemes are included 
within CEO patrols and the hotline number is 
available for residents to call to report vehicles 
parked with no permit. 

Very strongly against the scheme. People being 

penalised for living close to CC, to have visitors 

causing possible isolation, unnecessary expense 

on already stretched budgets 

Schemes are introduced on a majority view 

Single parent on a low income the permits will 

cost £130 per year plus visitor permits for weekly 

childcare help from family. I feel each resident 

with no off street parking should qualify for 1 

free permit. Properties with driveways should 

not be eligible to approve the permit scheme 

All properties within a proposed boundary are 
eligible to vote as everyone would require visitor 
and builders permits etc.  

 



 

Have not experienced any problems parking so 

no idea what time restriction would be suitable 

Noted 

If the scheme goes ahead I will need permits to 

allow by carers to park 

Carers permits are available to be used within 

Residents Parking Schemes 


